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MILITARY AIRC RAFT LIFE J AC KET: 
Purpose:
Designed and manufactured by Magam S afety, for military pilots who may be 
ejected from high speed aircraft in an emergency. The assembly consists of a 
flotation section and a waist belt. The waist belt and attachment can be worn 
independently on dry land, increasing the user’s comfort and safety while emergency 
landing on enemy’s territory. 
Description:
The Life Preserver is compact, offering snag-free contours allowing comfort and 
freedom of movement. The flotation section closes with a quick release buckle, 
attached to the waist belt by a webbing harness and buckles. The section 
contains an inflatable stole and a blast proof survival vest. The stole container is 
fitted with two pockets: one on the left lobe for the oral valve and other one on 
the right lobe for battery and water light assembly. The inflatable stole is fitted to 
the container with loop webbing and line. Webbing attached to the bottom of 
each lobe maintains the correct angle. The life preserver collar, can also be 
integrated with the US AF PC U-15\P or US N MA-2 Torso harnesses. The survival 
vest section of the LPU-17\P can also be designed to carry a HEED-3 underwater 
escape oxygen module. 
Technical Details:
The inflatable stole is fitted with a S chrader valve. An oral-inflation valve and a 
tube on the left lobe. Press fasteners at the bottom of each lobe enable correct 
positioning and retention inside the stole container. The blast-proof pouch is 
made of synthetic  fiber. It c loses the stole container and the internal profile stole 
and is held shut by Velcro fasteners stitched along the closing edges. 
An opening handle is attached to the operating head lever. A C O 2 cylinder fits into 
the head retained by an internal fabric loop attached to the pouch’s left side. Lifting 
becket loops are fitted to the blastproof pouch by press fasteners. A D-ring is attached 
to the pouch’s right side, adjacent to the closure buttons. The waistband includes four 
equipment pockets, two on each side, made upon NATO and US  G overnment 
specs, but are also available to any specific  costumer needs. Each pocket is 
fitted with a buckle for attaching the flotation section’s harness webbing. The 
waistband closes at the front with a quick release buckle and at the back with an 
adjustment buckle. The pockets are design to carry government supplies 
equipment, such as: Radio Beacon, S trobe Light, Minifold C odes, Heliographs, 
Personal Weapon, Mandatory G eneral & Medical survival kit.
• C ell buoyancy is greater then 38 Lbs.
• C O2 cylinder 34\38 G rams.
• Lifting straps.
• Load bearing harness sustaining loads up to 2500 Lbs.
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Details: 
 
 
 

                                   
 

 

POCKET 1      POCKET 2          POCKET 3 POCKET 4      POCKET 5         POCKET 6 

PISTOL          ROCKET PISTOL        KNIFE  RADIO          G.P.S     FLASH LIGHT 

          FIRST AID KIT                    COMPASS 

          SIGNAL MIROR           SPARE BATTERY 

              WHISTLE 

 

7 REGULTOR BACKLE   12 ZIPPERS 

8 OPERAING HANDLE   13 CONNECTING LOOP 

9 CONNECTION FASTENER  14 CONNECTION LOOP 

10 NET     15 CONNCETING LOOP 

11 STOLE CONTAINER  
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